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PreBilt for Plant Maintenance
Designed for businesses that have a requirement to manage
and inspect assets within their production facility, PreBilt for
Plant Maintenance enables jobs to be completed quickly and
easily on any mobile device, with the results available in SAP
immediately.
With the ability to enhance predictive plant maintenance, the
solution helps prevent equipment failures, reduce production
downtime and increase operational productivity.
With rapid deployment and no middleware or additional
infrastructure required, PreBilt for Plant Maintenance is device
agnostic so you can begin realising the benefits of improved
productivity and reduced downtime immediately.
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The Solution
PreBilt for Plant Maintenance enables operators to perform
maintenance work and inspections on any assets quickly and
accurately. The outcomes are updated directly in SAP to enable
informed decisions on future planned work, clear records for
compliance and complete traceability on work carried out.
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Users can gather inspection data including notes, photos,
attributes and readings, in addition to reporting faults, creating
orders, issuing parts and completing work. Removing the
need for paper-based job sheets, through mobilising plant
maintenance activity, eradicates the risk of lost paperwork,
eliminates delays in jobs being updated within SAP and allows
subsequent decisions to be taken more quickly, with improved
insight.
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Core Functionality
The core functionality included in the solution comprises:
Work and Service Orders
Notifications
Comprehensive Asset Inspections
Functional Location Details
Equipment Details
Bill of Materials
Materials – Issue, Reservation and Installation
Permits
Documents and Photos
Measurement Points
Measurement Documents
Measurement Reading List
Geo Integration for Google Maps and Esri
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Business Benefits
Increased Wrench Time

Industry Compliance

Reducing administration time, and freeing up resources
to boost wrench time, is key to driving productivity
improvements. While ensuring operators are no longer
required to use paper-based work orders, utilising
PreBilt for Plant Maintenance also enables a reduction
in time spent on SAP data entry, waiting for instructions,
locating parts, trips to the storeroom and writing up job
reports.

It is crucial that all plant equipment adheres to
industry approvals and guidelines and a failure
to comply could lead to operator injury, damage
to property, fines and suspension of operations.
Inspections for asset compliance completed with
PreBilt for Plant Maintenance are fully integrated with
SAP, ensuring each asset is inspected on time, with
the results stored, actioned and traceable in SAP.

Downtime Reduction

Enhanced Decision Making

Minimising downtime is integral to the successful
operation of any production facility. PreBilt for
Plant Maintenance assists with improved uptime
through enhanced planning, more accurate
data collection and quicker response times.
Inspections of assets is easier, more accurate
and richer in context, ensuring performance
deterioration and signs to potential breakdowns
are easily and quickly identified and resolved
without the need to shut down any equipment.

PreBilt for Plant Maintenance enables higher
quality data to be collected more frequently, to
optimise predictive maintenance planning through
more in-depth insights. Our solution allows a
greater degree of control over the values collected,
compared with paper-based methods, while the
ease and speed of data collection enables a higher
frequency of inspections to be carried out. With
data being immediately available in SAP, informed
decisions can be made quickly based on live data.
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Solution Features
PreBilt for Plant Maintenace utilises your existing hardware, bringing
enhanced features to deliver an intuitive, connected solution.

Image Capture
Capture pictures for evidence of any
damages and defaults.

Direct SAP Connection
All transactions are updated in SAP
in real-time for live data views.

Intuitive Interface
Easy to navigate screens help with
user engagement.

Device Agnostic
Works on mobiles, tablets,
ruggedised scanners, wearables, etc.

Offline Capability
Operates offline making it ideal for
buildings without connectivity.

Operating System Agnostic
The application works on iOS,
Android and Windows.
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Implementation and Support
With PreBilt for Plant Maintenance, there is no requirement
for additional servers or infrastructure, to enable a quick
deployment into your operation. Compatible with both SAP ECC
and SAP S/4HANA, the solution fully integrates directly with
SAP, utilising SAP ABAP for the back-end logic, with the simple
SAP UI5 (Fiori) user interface adopted for the front-end for a
user-friendly look and feel.
We provide remote implementation support as standard,
but our team can deliver on-site installation if required.
Following go-live we provide standard support to assist with
troubleshooting and issue resolution and can also provide user
training and demonstrations to internal teams if required.
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